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Searching for high-z galaxies
• Dropout technique: Lyman break 

galaxies

• Narrow Band Technique: Lyα emitters 

ISSUES:

• Uncertainties on z

• Lyα is attenuated by neutral IGM 

• The physical properties (e.g SFR, Mgas, 
Mdyn, metallicity) of primeval galaxies 
are uncertain 
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Major coolant of the ISM in 
star forming galaxies 

The strongest emission line in 
most galaxies (L[CII]~ 0.1-1% LFIR)

At z>4  is redshifted in the mm 
-> detectable with ALMA

[CII] emission line
The [CII] at 158µm is a valid alternative to study the properties of high-z galaxies  
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Star-forming galaxies at z~5-6 
Riechers+14z ~ 5.3 z ~ 5-6

UV background
[CII] 
continuum

Capak+15	

z ~ 6 Willott+15

Capak+15



Star-forming galaxies at z~7 

Y-band
(Lyα+UV))

Vanzella+11

SFR ~ 5-20 M¤/yr
representative
of galaxy pop. at high-z

BDF	3299

Deep ALMA observations aimed at investigating the continuum and [CII] line 
emission in spectroscopically confirmed LBGs and LAEs at z>6.5 
(Ouchi+13, Ota+14, 
Schaerer+15, Maiolino+15, 
Knudsen+16, Pentericci+16, 
Inoue+16, Bradac+16)
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Star-forming galaxies at z~7 
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No detection

SFR ~ 5-20 M¤/yr
representative
of galaxy pop. at high-z

BDF	3299

Deep ALMA observations aimed at investigating the continuum and [CII] line 
emission in spectroscopically confirmed LBGs and LAEs at z>6.5
(Ouchi+13, Ota+14, 
Schaerer+15, Maiolino+15, 
Knudsen+16, Pentericci+16, 
Inoue+16, Bradac+16)

ALMA	1.3	mm Dust poor 
galaxies 



Star-forming galaxies at z~7 

Pentericci,SC+16
z~ 6.6 – 7
MUV ~ -21
SFR ~ 20 M ☉/yr

Angular resolution = 0.9” (~5 kpc)
Exposure time ~ 1h

L[CII] ~ 108 L ☉
FWHM = 50-300 km/s

-> [CII] has been detected only in a small fraction (~20%) of the candidates



Deviation from [CII] – SFR relation

Very metal poor galaxies
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Bradac+16
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[CII] in BDF3299 (z~7.1)
v = -60 km/s (i.e. consistent with Lya redshift 
especially if considering its IGM absorption)

FWHM = 100 km/s

Maiolino,	SC+15

Y-band
(Lyα+UV)

BDF3299

[CII]



[CII] emission next to the target
Spatial offset on kpc scale….

Capak+15

Maiolino+15 Pentericci+15

Aravena+16a



[CII] emission next to the target
Spatial offset on kpc scale….

offset also in velocity

⇒ [CII] does not come from 
the optically identified SF 
galaxy 

Carniani	in	prep.



[CII] emission next to the target
Spatial offset on kpc scale….

offset also in velocity

optical SF galaxy 
• strong feedback that removed most 

of the cold ISM 
• very metal poor 
[CII] emitting clumps 
- very dusty star forming companion 

(but continuum emission unseen)
- metal enriched outflow
- metal enriched inflow 

⇒ [CII] does not come from 
the optically identified SF 
galaxy 

Carniani	in	prep.



Young 
star

[CII] – cold 
neutral gas

Warm 
ionised gas

galaxy mostly photoionised
+ 

accreting clumps of cold gas

Vallini+14

Maiolino,	SC+15

Displaced [CII] emission in primeval galaxies
is an expected consequence of the strong
stellar feedback (e.g. Salvadori & Ferrara 09;
Dayal+14; Graziani+15).

Pallottini+16

[CII] emission next to the target



[OIII]88µm in BDF3299 (z~7.1) 
• In the local Universe  [OIII]88µm line is a very strong emission from HII regions

BDF3299

Displaced 
[OIII] 

emission 

Carniani	in	prep.



• In the local Universe  [OIII]88µm line is a very strong emission from HII regions

BDF3299

JWST will constrain the properties of these clumps 

Displaced 
[OIII] 

emission 

Carniani	in	prep.

[OIII]88µm in BDF3299 (z~7.1) 



Outflows at high-z



Outflows at high-z

Maiolino+12

QSO@z~5

At high-z, outflows have been 
detected only in luminous QSOs



Outflows at high-z

Maiolino+12

QSO@z~5

At high-z, outflows have been 
detected only in luminous QSOs

Detecting starburst-driven outflows is 
more difficult at high-z

Capak+15

SF galaxies 
z~5

Gallerani+16

Residual stacked spectrum 

Tentative detection of outflows in 
SF galaxies z~5



Synergy between ALMA & JWST

Vallini+14

[CII]
accreting 
clump

warm 
ionised
gas 

young 
star

Hα

Genzel+11



~Hα at z=6 with SFR=1 Msun/yr
(shallow exposure)

JWST is more 
sensitive to unobscured 
sources

Synergy between ALMA & JWST

Watson+12

Aravena+16b

SFR < 200 M☉/yr

Aravena+16b



Conclusion:
The [CII] luminosity in high-z is ∼ 3 times lower than expected on the 
basis of the lower redshift relations

In some cases, [CII] (and likely [OIII]) emission  does not come from 
the optically identified SF galaxy

Future:
JWST will provide a larger sample of targets at z>6 

JWST will allow us to study the properties of distant galaxies (i.e. 
stellar mass, metallicity, presence of outflow, SFR) 

ALMA and JWST will have matching sensitivities to observe
the faintest galaxies ever detected at the highest redshifts 

ALMA and JWST will provide complementary information to fully 
characterize the evolution of galaxies 


